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Complex ordered phases involving spin and charge degrees of freedom in condensed matter, such as layered
cuprates and nickelates, are exciting but not well understood solid-state phenomena. The rich underlying physics
of the overdoped high-temperature superconductor La7/4Sr1/4CuO4 and colossal dielectric constant insulator
La5/3Sr1/3NiO4 is studied from first principles within density functional (perturbation) theory, including an
effective Hubbard potential U for the exchange and correlation of d orbitals. Charge density wave (CDW) and
spin density wave (SDW) orders are found in both materials, where the stripes are commensurate with the lattice.
The SDWs are accompanied by complex antiferromagnetic spin arrangements along the stripes. The first series
of conduction bands related to the pseudogap observed in the cuprate are found to be directly related to CDW
order, while the colossal dielectric constant in the nickelate is demonstrated to be a result of vibronic coupling
with CDW order. Differences between the two oxides are related to how the stripes fill with carriers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity
(HTSC) in a doped antiferromagnetic (AF) cuprate in 1986
[1], the scientific community has uncovered a host of ordered
phenomena in related materials. Such ordering includes, but
certainly is not limited to, charge density waves (CDWs) and
spin density waves (SDWs). A CDW is self-organized charge
density, generally from hole-doping or oxygen interstitials,
arranged in periodic patterns at the atomic scale, below a
charge-ordering temperature TCO. Local magnetic moments
are reduced at sites where the excess charge density is greatest,
which act as domain walls to AF order, and a SDW manifests
as the resulting periodic yet incommensurate magnetic order,
of lattice period twice that of the CDW, occurring below a
spin-ordering temperature TSO, where generally TSO < TCO.
A combination of CDW and SDW aligns in “stripes” in the
two-dimensional (2D) Cu-O or Ni-O bonding planes, which
are separated by Mott insulating layers. Stripe physics is an
active area of research, both experimentally and theoretically,
since the relation between stripes and the formation, coupling,
and filling to HTSC, as well as the influence of competing
orders due to charge, spin, orbital, and lattice fluctuations, are
heavily debated [2].

Hücker et al. found convincing experimental evidence
that the enhanced commensurability of stripes at x = 1/8,
in La2−xBaxCuO4, resulted in suppression of HTSC [3].
They showed that the same composition can exhibit slight
superconducting (SC) behavior in the Cu-O planes [4,5]. For
Sr concentration slightly less than 1/8, replacing Ba by Sr,
in electrochemically oxygen-doped La2−xSrxCuO4+δ , excess
oxygen congregates as interstitials, such that hole concentra-
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tion in the bulk equals 1/8 [6]. This concentration is known
as the 1/8 anomaly [7]. Nearly isostructural yet insulating
La2−xSrxNiO4 (LSNO) is well known to exhibit stripes and
have a colossal dielectric constant (CDC) into the gigahertz
range, with its highest reported values being ∼106–107 for
a Sr concentration of x = 1/8, where the colossal value
is interpreted as resulting from spatial modulation of hole
charge [8,9]. However, diffraction measurements on LSNO
have shown that neither the charge ordering transition nor the
magnetic ordering transition is well defined [10,11].

In addition to being of interest for oxide electronics, com-
paring stripe physics of LSNO with La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO)
can help illuminate the mechanism(s) behind HTSC in the
cuprates, due to different carrier filling. Recently, Coslovich
et al. detected a midinfrared optical gap in LSNO, with x = 1/4.
They interpreted it as having pseudogap (PG) characteristics,
which they attributed to electronic localization (disorder),
rather than stripes (order) [12]. In the cuprates, two d orbital
gaps of Cu x2–y2 (i.e., d orbital) character are present—the
PG and the SC gap. The SC gap is the lower-energy gap where
Cooper pair formation occurs in the Cu-O plane below a critical
temperature TC, while the PG is at higher energy and is present
below a temperature T ∗, where T ∗ > TC . Both gaps exhibit a
Fermi surface along the nodal bonding direction in the Cu-O
plane and have Cu x2–y2 and O p character. The origin of
the PG in the cuprates is heavily debated [7,13], and is one of
the most prominent unsolved problems in condensed-matter
physics, along with the mechanism(s) behind HTSC, and
whether a connection between the two is significant. In this pa-
per, charge and spin ordering, electronic structure, and dielec-
tric response are theoretically characterized for highly com-
mensurate x = 1/3 LSNO and 1/4 LSCO from first principles.

Experimentally, below x = 1/2, the nickelate remains insu-
lating [14,15], while the cuprate is past the SC limit at x = 0.3
and is semimetallic [16]. The concentration of x = 1/3 has
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FIG. 1. Calculated hole charge density isosurface (yellow) show-
ing the CDW of the conduction-band minimum for the z = 1/2(001)
Ni-O plane of LSNO. Slight interplanar correlation can be seen in the
adjacent layer (see text). La is gray, Sr is light blue, Ni is green, and
O is red. For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper. The
isosurface corresponds to an isovalue equivalent to one unit of charge
per unit-cell volume.

been found to show the most commensurate stripe ordering
for x < 1/2 in LSNO [15,17]. At these critical Sr doping
concentrations, well-defined fillings of the stripe atoms in the
Ni-O and Cu-O planes may occur. The two nearly isostructural
layered materials crystallize in the tetragonal crystal system
with I4/mmm space group without doping (doped supercells
shown in Figs. 1 and 2). They are model materials to study
the interplay of charge, spin, and lattice degrees of freedom. In
particular, thed-electron shells of the transition-metal atoms Ni
and Cu, which differ by only one electron, allow investigations
of the influence of band filling. Electronic structure of the

resulting stripe phases is analyzed by band structure and
projected density of states (PDOS). The frequency-dependent
dielectric tensor allows conclusions about interband transitions
and the static dielectric constants of LSNO. The vibronic
contribution to the static dielectric constants is calculated via
density functional perturbation theory (DFPT), where it is
found that significant vibronic-CDW coupling accounts for the
huge values of the CDC.

The dielectric functions of LSCO are not calculated, be-
cause of its semimetallic nature, which requires the inclusion
of Drude-like terms to account for intraband transitions, yet
the electronic structure of x = 1/4 LSCO is compared to
calculations of x = 1/3 LSNO. The concentration of x =
1/4 in LSCO lies within the overdoped regime of the SC
dome. Božović et al. [18] and Zaanen [19] found recently
that the strongly interacting electronic system in overdoped
cuprates differs fundamentally from that which is expected
from the BCS theory of superconductivity [18,19]. The dopant
concentration of x = 1/4 is integrally commensurate with
the lattice, making it particularly suitable for study within a
many-body theory. Here, two sets of gaps are found in the
electronic structure of overdoped LSCO which have orbital
character bearing striking resemblance to the PG and SC gap.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

Theoretical studies of HTSC materials generally use the
Hubbard model or the t-j model in two dimensions. Stripe
physics can be predicted via these methods, as well, as shown
by Chen et al. [17] and Zaanen and Littlewood [20]. However, a
different approach is necessary to go beyond model Hamiltoni-
ans and perform self-consistent, almost parameter-free studies
in three dimensions. Here, we theoretically characterize the
impurity-induced excited states of x = 1/4 LSCO, using first
principles, by comparing directly with optical calculations of
insulating x = 1/3 LSNO, within the independent particle
approximation (IPA) [21]. Ground-state calculations were

FIG. 2. Calculated hole charge density isosurface (yellow) showing the CDW in LSCO of the first fully unoccupied band which can be seen
localized in Cu-O planes (densities from all eight impurity bands appear identical). La is gray, Sr is light blue, Cu is green, and O is red. For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper. The isosurface corresponds
to an isovalue equivalent to one unit of charge per unit-cell volume.
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performed within density functional theory (DFT), including
spin polarization, using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Pack-
age. The projector-augmented wave method [22] was used
to generate pseudopotentials, where the 4s and 3d electrons
of both Ni and Cu are treated as valence electrons, but all-
electron wave functions are simulated effectively. Because of
their strong localization, the d-electron systems are highly
correlated, so exchange and correlation are treated with an
improvement beyond the local spin-density approximation
(LSDA) in this paper. To account for correlation of d electrons,
the effective Hubbard U-J interaction of Dudarev et al. (LSDA
+ U ) [23] is included. The effective Hubbard U-J value was
varied until magnetic properties were reproduced for x = 0,
i.e., zero Sr doping. The plane-wave cutoff energy was chosen
to be 520 eV. Due to the large lattice constants, only the gamma
point is necessary in order to calculate total energy accurately.
To ensure this assumption, the k points were increased to
�-centered meshes of 2 × 2 × 2 for LSNO and 2 × 2 × 1
for LSCO, taking care to include the high-symmetry points
of main interest—�, M , X, and Y—and total ground-state
energy agreed with the cases of fewer k points (−55.722
and −54.665 eV/f.u. for LSNO and LSCO, respectively).
The number of sampling points to calculate density of states
was systematically increased until a small Gaussian smearing
parameter of 0.03 eV was used in the case of LSNO, with 0.01
eV for the optical calculations, within the IPA. A Methfessel-
Paxton smearing parameter of 0.1 eV was used in the case of
LSCO to account for the details of the Fermi surface. Collinear
spins were applied within the LSDA + U approach. However,
the band degeneracies and spin orientations were checked with
unrelaxed noncollinear calculations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structure, charge, and spin densities

The Dudarev method has been shown to describe the
electronic structure accurately in the materials studied here
[24,25]. However, it has been shown rigorously that choice
of U value in highly correlated MnTe can affect physical
properties, such as phase stability, while other properties
are described more accurately with different values [26].
Furthermore, the works of Blaha et al. [25] and Rivero et al.
[27] clearly show that choice of U value in related layered
cuprates affects electronic structure and local magnetization
significantly, and an appropriate value is necessary to describe
the ground state accurately. Since large U values are prone
to getting trapped in local energetic minima [28], here, U-
J values were varied from 0 to 8 eV in the test cases of
x = 0, i.e., La2NiO4 and La2CuO4, to optimize the effective
Hubbard parameter U-J. For comparison with the x = 0 cases,
experimentally determined magnitude of Ni site magnetization
in antiferromagnetic La2NiO4 is 1.68 μB [29], while it is
0.4 μB on Cu sites in La2CuO4 [30]. Local magnetization and
magnetic coupling constants were calculated in both systems,
for x = 0, over a range of Hubbard U values, within the
Dudarev approximation of an effective U-J [23]. The chosen
effective U-J values used in this paper of 6.62 and 5.0 eV,
for LSNO and LSCO, respectively, correspond to magnetic
coupling constants of 33 and 117 meV, while experimental

values are 30 [31] and 128−135 meV [32,33]. Magnetic
coupling constants were calculated according to the method
outlined by Feng and Harrison [34]. For LSNO, due to the more
dramatic reduced magnetic moment on stripe-centered Ni sites,
the U-J value was reduced by 0.5 eV on metal cation sites where
CDW was found to be densest, as suggested by Yamamoto et al.
[35] and in agreement with arguments of Anisimov et al. [36].
Using these U-J values, lattice parameters were optimized for
the x = 0 cases via the Murnaghan equation of state (results
for Murnaghan fits of LSNO over the range of U-J values are
shown in Fig. S1(a) in the Supplemental Material [37]). In the
doped systems, La was directly substituted by Sr, and full ionic
relaxation resulted in forces less than 3 meV/Å on each ion.
For the x = 0 cuprate, contrary to results of Pesant and Côté
[38], the magnetic coupling constant was found to increase
with U-J up to 5.0 eV, where it plateaus around 117 meV.
Magnetic properties were the focus when finding an optimal
effective U-J, since the SDW formation in the doped systems
is critically important.

The results of the test cases on the intrinsic materials
are summarized in the Supplemental Material in Fig. S1 for
La2NiO4 and Fig. S2 for La2CuO4 [37]. In Fig. S1(b), the
magnetic coupling constant is shown as a function of U-J,
and an intersection with the experimental value (red dashed
line) can be seen at two points. In Fig. S1(c), the energy band
gap approaches the experimental value (red dashed line) as
U-J is increased. Of the two intersection points in Fig. S1(b),
only one has a finite-energy band gap. The U-J value used
by Yamamoto et al. [35] (6.62 eV) was found here to yield
a magnetic coupling constant close to experiment within the
range of an open band gap. Therefore, this value was used in the
doped system for non-stripe-centered Ni. For stripe-centered
Ni, as mentioned above, where CDW is densest, U-J is reduced
by 0.5 eV to 6.12 eV. Similar calculations were performed on
La2CuO4, and Fig. S2 shows the data of the magnetic coupling
constant over a range of U-J values. Here, the magnetic
coupling constant plateaus, so the U-J value chosen for the
doped system LSCO corresponds to the onset of the plateau
(5 eV). For a summary of U-J values used, see Table S1 in the
Supplemental Material [37].

The tetragonal undoped primitive cells were translated to
orthorhombic supercells, with CDW and SDW commensura-
bility in mind. The 1% orthorhombic distortion of the I4/mmm

tetragonal primitive cell in LSCO is neglected. However, tilt
of NiO6 and CuO6 octahedra is taken into account in both
structures and is found to affect magnetic order substantially in
the cuprate. The supercell size was increased to 3

√
2 × √

2 × 1
for x = 1/3 LSNO and 8 × 2 × 1 for x = 1/4 LSCO and
found to be sufficient to describe charge and spin ordering
for the Sr concentrations considered (Figs. 1 and 2). Ni-O-Ni
distance was found to be 3.81 Å, and Cu-O-Cu distance is
3.76 Å along the bonding direction. In LSNO, each Ni-O
plane has two stripe-centered Ni and four non-stripe-centered
Ni, while in LSCO four Cu are stripe-centered, and eight
are non-stripe-centered. The vertical size of the supercells in
Figs. 1 and 2 may lead to a minimal interplanar correlation.
Indeed, Zimmermann et al. showed experimentally that stripes
are rotated 90 deg in adjacent planes in La1.48Nd0.4Sr0.12CuO4

[39]. To consider the rotation here, a larger unit cell for
LSNO should have dimensions 3

√
2 × 3

√
2 × s, where the
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integer s > 1 would allow simulation of staggering, or periodic
shifting, of stripes every other layer [3]. The

√
2 is introduced to

describe CDW periodicity, since stripes in LSNO are oriented
at 45 deg to Ni-O bonds in the Ni-O planes. CDW periodicity
is then 3

√
2/2, while it is 3

√
2 for SDW. In comparison, the

lateral unit cell of the cuprate is quite different, since the stripes
align along Cu-O bonds [3]. The unit-cell approximation
here is necessary, due to the sheer number of atoms in the
calculation—84 for the case of LSNO and 224 for LSCO.

To maintain commensurability, the size of the cell depends
critically on Sr concentration, since the sites at which La is
substituted by Sr are found to affect CDW and SDW ordering
drastically. This agrees with the results of Lloyd-Hughes et al.,
which indicate pinning of CDW to impurity location [40].
Thus, care was taken in choosing the initial magnetization on
each Ni or Cu site and the position of the Sr atoms in each cell
before minimizing the total energy in the ground state. Only
certain configurations of Sr dopants were found to produce
CDW and SDW in the Cu-O or Ni-O planes. The hole density
congregates on the Cu or Ni nearest to the Sr, depending on
spin, indicating that CDW and SDW are intimately related
and dependent upon Sr position. The Sr positions are ordered
with the same lattice periodicity as the CDW, in both oxides.
The original lattice symmetry is spontaneously broken. There
have been several cases of experimentally observed oxygen
interstitial lattice ordering in La2NiO4.125 [41–44]. Moreover,
Lee et al. observed interstitial oxygen order every fourth
La2O2 layer in the HTSC La2CuO4.11 [45]. Contrary to the
case of oxygen interstitials, several experimental reports show
Sr dopants are disordered in LSNO, which prevents long-
range stripe order [17,44,46,47]. With CDW localization being
dependent upon dopant position in the lattice, Sr disorder will
result in a smectic phase at temperatures approaching 0 K, and
may be nematic at finite temperatures, as found recently in
experiment [48].

In order to illustrate both density wave formations in Figs. 1
and 2, the formations of stripes in the Ni-O and Cu-O planes
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, in planes perpendicular to the
c axis. The magnetic unit cells, which are twice the lateral
periodicity of the CDW, are commensurate with the SDW.
The Ni-O or Cu-O planes are separated by insulating LaO2

layers, which are doped periodically with Sr. Each Sr provides
one hole to one Ni or Cu in the nearest plane. The charge
and spin distributions in Figs. 3 and 4 are repeated along the
vertical axis in a Bloch-like fashion (three times for LSNO and
four times for LSCO) to better illustrate the resulting density
waves. Peaks correspond to holes donated by nearest-neighbor
Sr which is out of the plane. Sites of reduced magnetic moment
have a gray circle in LSCO and gray arrow in LSNO, and in
both cases these sites coincide with greatest charge density in
the excited state considered. Since the Ni atoms form square
lattices bridged by O neighbors, with a distance of a = 3.81 Å,
stripes of hole charge are aligned at 45 deg to the Ni-O bonding
direction in LSNO, giving rise to CDWs separated by two Ni
of opposite spin. This finding is in complete agreement with
neutron-scattering data [49]. In contrast to LSNO (Fig. 3), in
LSCO, charge stripes and reduced magnetic moment sites form
zig-zag chains, as shown in Fig. 4.

At Ni sites nearest to Sr, where the CDW has the greatest
density in LSNO, the magnetic moment is reduced by ∼0.7 μB,

FIG. 3. Calculated hole charge density isosurface showing the
CDW as a 2D slice in LSNO at of the (001) plane. Periodicity of the
red (dense) region is half the unit cell. Spin is indicated by arrows,
where gray arrows are frustrated sites. SDW periodicity is the entire
length in the x (right to left) direction. Density ranges from zero
(blue) to 70% of the isovalue in Fig. 1 (red), before it is sampled in
two dimensions.

while moments of Cu sites at CDW nodes are reduced almost
completely in LSCO. A complex spin pattern is visible far
away from the linear antiferromagnetic ordering along the
stripes for LSNO. In each case, CDW nodes are found to
be centered on one Ni or Cu ion with additional localization
on neighboring O ions in the 2D plane (Fig. 1), indicating
coupling between Sr position, CDW, and SDW. In LSNO
(LSCO), Sr and CDW periodicities are both 3

√
2a/2 (4a),

while SDW periodicity is 3
√

2a (8a). Our results suggest that
these large primitive cell sizes should be considered when
determining wave vectors in experimental characterization of

FIG. 4. Calculated hole charge density isosurface showing the
CDW as a 2D slice in LSCO at z = 1/2 of the (001) plane. Periodicity
of the red (dense) region is half the unit cell. Spin is indicated by
arrows, where gray circles are frustrated sites. SDW periodicity is the
entire length in the x (right to left) direction. Density ranges from
zero (blue) to 70% of the isovalue in Fig. 2 (red), before it is sampled
in two dimensions.
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similar materials exhibiting stripes. The hole charge density
plots in Figs. 3 and 4 were found from the square of the
modulus of the wave function of the first excited states in
LSNO and LSCO. Incidentally, both sets of impurity con-
duction bands in LSCO give rise to CDW with nodes located
among Cu nearest to Sr impurity. The SDW corresponds to
magnetic moments on Ni sites normal to the Ni-O bond-
ing plane of −1.62, 1.62, 0.92,−1.63, 1.63, and −0.92 μB,
where reduced moment Ni sites with stripe localization have
local magnetic moments of 0.92 μB. For x = 1/4 LSCO,
magnetic moments on Cu sites normal to the Cu-O plane
are found to be 0.08,0.41,−0.46, 0.47,−0.08,−0.41, 0.46,
and −0.47 μB, where reduced moment Cu sites with stripe
localization have local magnetic moments approaching zero
μB. In both oxides, commensurability is satisfied, and the
total magnetization of the unit cell is zero, which agrees with
the dynamical mean-field theory calculations of Weber et al.
[50]. Both the Cu z2/O pz hybridization and local magnetic
moments are described effectively in the doped systems with
the chosen U -J parameter.

Which La sites are substituted by Sr affects results signif-
icantly, especially the commensurability of CDW and SDW.
The concentrations x = 1/3 (LSNO) and x = 1/4 (LSCO)
lead to high commensurability between the density waves
and the underlying atomic lattice, for periodic Sr. Alternative
Sr concentrations and positions in the lattice modify charge
density and spin orientation, resulting in incommensurate
CDWs and SDWs in the chosen unit cells, along with a net
magnetization which is to be avoided. Figures 3 and 4 show the
commensurability of CDWs and SDWs with their respective
lattices. Hole density of the first excited states in the (001) plane
of x = 1/3 LSNO and 1/4 LSCO is presented, respectively, at
z = 1/2, using collinear spin, where interplanar correlation
is found to be negligible. In this limit, spin collinearity is
an excellent approximation which is used throughout the
rest of the paper; however, it should be noted that a test
calculation (unrelaxed) with noncollinear spins gave rise to
more pronounced interlayer coupling. Spin-dependent hole
charge densities of the spin-up and spin-down degenerate
bands have similar magnitudes at each stripe location in the
plane.

B. Electronic and optical properties

Whether the excited states of the PG or SC gap are attributed
to charge stripe can be determined by segregating PDOS of
stripe-centered metal ions from those of non-stripe-centered
ones, as demonstrated by Yamamoto et al. on x = 1/3 and
1/4 LSNO [35]. Both the PG and SC gaps in x = 1/4 LSCO
are characterized as being transitions to Cu sites at which
CDWs are localized, along with O p. Cu sites without hole
localization, where magnitudes of magnetic moments are
strongest, analogous to x = 0, exhibit a normal gap, which
is found at a different transition energy than the PG or SC
gap. The first excited state found in LSNO within the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation, while of x2–y2 orbital character,
does not resemble the PG found experimentally by Coslovich
et al. [12]. Electronic structure was calculated for the obtained
CDW and SDW ground states of x = 1/3 LSNO. In Fig. 5, the
band structure and PDOS of LSNO clearly show an insulating

FIG. 5. Electronic structure for both spin channels and optical
transitions in LSNO. (a) Band structure, (b) PDOS for non-stripe-
centered Ni, (c) PDOS for stripe-centered Ni, (d) PDOS for O p, and
(e) imaginary parts of the frequency-dependent dielectric function.
Fermi energy taken as zero is shown by the red dashed line.

ground state. A fundamental direct gap of 1 eV is found at the Y

point of the Brillouin zone (BZ). In Fig. 5(a), the degeneracy of
hole bands is lifted, with respect to the plane in which the hole is
localized, however degeneracy remains throughout most of the
BZ. The four bands of the conduction-band minimum (CBM)
are degenerate throughout most of the BZ, but degeneracy is
lifted along the high-symmetry lines M to Y and � to Y . The
four bands correspond to two different nodes of the CDW in
each of the two Ni-O planes in the unrelaxed noncollinear test
calculation. It is the planar degeneracy that is lifted—not that
of spin. To characterize the bands, Figs. 5(b)–5(d) correspond
to PDOS calculations projected onto non-stripe-centered Ni,
stripe-centered Ni, and O, respectively. Our results show x2–y2

orbital character of the CBM, along with some presence of O p.
Some presence of the z2 orbital can be seen at the valence-band
maximum (VBM), as well. Our results widely agree with those
of Yamamoto et al. [35], however we observe a much larger
band gap along with more states above the Fermi energy.
Technically speaking, this is due to the points used to calculate
the PDOS, along with a small broadening parameter used for
Gaussian smearing. Furthermore, an unrelaxed collinear test
calculation resulted in a band gap of 0.2 eV. Thus, the relaxation
is found to increase the band gap significantly. In the electronic
structure, a CBM state exists for each change in energy related
to high-symmetry points in the BZ. These states are mostly
localized to the stripe-centered Ni sites, along with some
contributions from neighboring O [Figs. 5(a) and 5(c)]. Each
of these two states gives rise to an optical transition for in-plane
light polarization, resulting in a peak in Fig. 5(e). Although the
LSDA+U approach cannot provide accurate conduction-band
eigenvalues relative to the VBM, the character and symmetry
of the bands are well described, so one can make qualitative
spectral rather than quantitative energetic conclusions.

The imaginary parts of the frequency-dependent dielectric
function characterize the optical absorption parallel to the
Ni-O plane (εxx) and parallel to the c axis (εzz). There are
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TABLE I. Components of static dielectric tensors. The pure
electronic contributions are listed with and without local-field effects.
For comparison, experimental results of Filippi et al. [14] are also
given.

Local-field effects XX YY ZZ

IPA electronic contribution None 7.09 7.09 5.91
IPA electronic contribution In DFT 6.90 6.90 5.71
DFPT ionic contribution N/A 42.39 49.39 17.87
Total 49.29 49.29 23.58
Experiment @ T = 5 K 100

two transitions: one at Y , for light polarized parallel to stripe
direction in the Ni-O plane, from O py to Ni x2–y2; and a
higher transition at X, perpendicular to stripe direction yet in
the Ni-O plane, from O px to Ni x2–y2. Both fulfill the angular
momentum selection rule and indicate a charge-transfer gap.
Transitions are forbidden for polarization along the c axis at
low energy. Only those at the zone boundary are visible.

While no PG character is found in LSNO, it should be
noted that the electronic structure calculations of Fig. 5
were performed within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
Coslovich et al. measured a PG at finite temperatures in
x = 1/4 LSNO, with a decrease in optical conductivity with
temperature at low energy [12]. As they suggest, the PG
may be attributed to contributions of the vibrating lattice
in the stripe-ordered geometry. The results of Homes et al.
confirm that low-energy midgap states are not present at low
temperature [41]. Lloyd-Hughes et al. found negligible optical
conductivity at low temperature for x = 1/3 yet a substantial
increase for incommensurate x = 0.275 [40]. Our calculations
suggest that the optical conductivity (imaginary part of the
dielectric function multiplied by the frequency) of the PG
reduces to zero at zero temperature for commensurate samples,
yet transitions are apparent at low energy.

The real parts of the calculated dielectric functions describe
light refraction and propagation. Their ω → 0 limits determine
the electronic contribution to the dielectric properties of LSNO.
The dielectric results are summarized in Table I. We find
static electronic dielectric constants ε∞

ij = εij (0) of the order
of magnitude known for semiconductors with similar funda-
mental gaps. Thereby, the components parallel to the layers
are somewhat larger than the component in the c direction.
Local-field effects increase (decrease) the dielectric constants
perpendicular (parallel) to the c axis slightly. Adding the
static polarizabilities αij of the vibrating lattice, the tensors
of the static dielectric constants ε0

ij = ε∞
ij + αij appear. The

anisotropic phonon contributions to the dielectric properties
of x = 1/3 LSNO with stripe ordering are investigated in the
DFPT framework [51]. The lattice polarizabilities in Table I,
the phonon or vibronic contributions, are much larger than
the static electronic polarization contributions. Moreover, they
show a large effect due to the stripe anisotropy. In particular,
total in-plane values of the order of 50 are predicted by the ab
initio calculations. The dielectric tensor is diagonal in agree-
ment with the structural finding of the primitive orthorhom-
bic character of the LSNO system. Our results compare
qualitatively well with the low-temperature measurements of

FIG. 6. Electronic structure for both spin channels of LSCO.
(a) Band structure, (b) PDOS for non-stripe-centered Cu, (c) PDOS
for stripe-centered Cu, and (d) PDOS for O p. Fermi energy taken as
zero is shown by the red dashed line.

Filippi et al. [14]. They attribute the value of about 100
to charge ordering in the Ni-O plane, whereas the results
presented here indicate that it is the vibronic interaction with
the CDW in the Ni-O plane that is the dominant mechanism
behind the CDC in LSNO. It has been reported previously that
phonon coupling to CDW and SDW is much more pronounced
in LSNO than in the cuprates [20], so vibronic contribu-
tions to physical properties of LSCO are not investigated
here.

A direct comparison between the electronic properties of
x = 1/3 LSNO and 1/3 LSCO is not very helpful, since
x = 1/3 LSCO is overdoped and slightly metallic (not super-
conducting). The system considered here is x = 1/4 LSCO,
which is between the optimal doping concentration ofx = 0.17
and the SC limit of x = 0.3 [16]. The metallic character can be
seen clearly in the band structure [Fig. 6(a)] along �-M , i.e., the
nodal direction, from (0, 0) to (π , π ). The Fermi energy crosses
the uppermost two valence bands, leading to hole pockets
near the zone boundaries. Two series of conduction bands
not present in the undoped case appear in the band structure
between 0.2 and 0.7 eV. The lower one has orbital character
related to the SC gap, whereas the one above that is the excited
state of the PG. The conduction states above the two gaps of
the doped system form the normal gap, correspondent to the
intrinsic x = 0 gap. The PDOS in Fig. 6(d) shows that the SC,
PG, and normal gaps all have a strong O 2p character. The Cu
x2–y2 and O p bond leads to optical transitions to the SC
gap and the PG along �-X with the same character, as found
in the case of LSNO. The Cu z2/O pz hybridization can
be seen at the Fermi surface. The x2–y2 state ascribed to
non-stripe-centered Cu forms the normal gap [Fig. 6(b)], while
the excited states of the SC gap and PG of x2–y2 character are
directly related to the stripe-centered Cu sites [Fig. 6(c)]. Our
results clearly prove the proposal of Tranquada et al., that only
states aligned with the stripes are gapped [5]. This fact confirms
that the PG is directly caused by CDW, i.e., the symmetry
break.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

By means of first-principles calculations, we have shown
the ground states of x = 1/3 LSNO and 1/4 LSCO, including
SDW order. The impurity-related conduction bands are inves-
tigated here by studying electronic structure of commensurate
x = 1/4 LSCO, where they are found to be directly related to
CDW. Additionally, in the case ofx = 1/3 LSNO, the gap char-
acter is studied by means of the optical absorption. Electronic
structure agrees with experimental results for both systems
considered. We demonstrated that CDW and SDW orders are
inherently dependent on Sr position in the lattice. Nematic
or smectic behavior should be observed experimentally in
the case of disordered Sr dopants. We have shown that the
pseudogap originates from the Cu x2–y2 states located around
stripe-centered Cu sites, along with O p. The Cu z2/O pz

hybridization at the Fermi surface is correctly described by

the LSDA + U method. The CDC of LSNO was studied by
investigating both the electronic and vibronic contributions
to the dielectric properties. The lattice polarizability and
vibronic interaction with the CDW in the Ni-O plane is found
to be the main contribution to the colossal value. In addition
to the reasonable static electronic contributions, the lattice
polarizabilities become most important, in particular for the
component of the dielectric tensor perpendicular to the c axis.
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